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Distraction Therapy Film Collection  
 
Colleagues wishing to support dementia patients in their  
areas can now access a great collection of classic films!   
 
 
Films are proven to help people reconnect with their memories 
and other people. This is because patients with short-term 
memory problems often have a memory for the past which is 
well preserved. 
 
 
As well as engaging the brain and stimulating emotions, films 
can also help patients with dementia feel less isolated.  Films 
can enrich lives, and reduce stress by enhancing self-confidence 
and self-esteem. 
 
 
The films can be viewed using My Life computer monitors, part 
of the Distraction Therapy Collection available for wards to loan 
via the Library Service.   
 
 
This service is also suitable for patients with learning disabilities 
and vulnerable adults. 
 
  



 

 

Aar-Paar 

Kalu is a taxi driver whose life 

changes after two women fall in 

love with him. He finds himself 

in a fix when the father of one 

of them wishes for him to join a 

criminal gang.  

A Christmas Carol 

Ebenezer Scrooge, a miserly,  

cold-hearted creditor, continues his              

stingy, greedy ways on Christmas 

Eve. He rejects a Christmas dinner                   

invitation and all the good tidings of 

the holiday, from his jolly nephew, 

Fred; he yells at charity workers; and 

he overworks his employee, Bob 

Cratchit.  



 

 

A Christmas Story  

Ralphie Parker, spends most of his 

time dodging a bully and dreaming 

of his ideal Christmas gift, a "Red 

Ryder air rifle." Frequently at odds 

with his cranky dad but comforted 

by his doting mother, Ralphie  

struggles to make it to Christmas 

Day with his glasses and his hopes 

intact.  

A Christmas Story 2 

Teenage Ralphie wrecks his dream 

car before he even gets it off the 

lot, so he and his friends get jobs 

to earn enough money to fix it  

before the Old Man finds out.  



 

 

All the President’s Men  

Two green reporters and rivals working 
for the Washington Post, Bob  
Woodward and Carl Bernstein, research 
the botched 1972 burglary of the  
Democratic Party Headquarters at the 
Watergate apartment complex. With 
the help of a mysterious source,  
code-named Deep Throat, the two  
reporters make a connection between 
the burglars and a White House staffer.  

Amar 

A young couple experience the  
intensity and fragility of first love, 
as life events tarnish their idealised 
notions of romance.  



 

 

America America 

Stavros Topouzoglou is a young Greek 

man living in an area under Turkish  

oppression, who wants nothing more 

than to go to America. Stavros travels 

to Constantinople, enduring difficulties 

along the way that lead to the loss of 

all his family's funds.  

An American Dream 

Stephen Rojack is a decorated war 
vet. During a vicious argument 
with his wife, Deborah , Stephen 
snaps and pushes her from his high
-rise apartment to her death. He 
manages to convince the  
authorities that she killed herself, 
then reignites an old affair with 
singer Cherry McMahon - which 
doesn't sit well with her jealous 
mobster boyfriend, Nicky.  



 

 

Annie Get Your Gun  

Annie Get Your Gun is a musical 

with lyrics and music by Irving 

Berlin and a book by Dorothy 

Fields and her brother Herbert 

Fields  

A Star is Born 

Hard-drinking country music star 

Jackson Maine discovers and falls 

in love with a struggling but  

talented singer named Ally. As her  

career quickly takes off, Jackson 

starts to realise that his best days 

may be behind him. 



 

 

A Streetcar Named Desire 

A troubled former school teacher 

Blanche DuBois leaves small-town 

Mississippi and moves in with her 

sister, Stella Kowalski , and her  

husband, Stanley, in New Orleans. 

Blanche's flirtatious Southern-belle 

presence causes problems for Stella 

and Stanley, who have a volatile  

relationship, leading to even greater 

conflict in the Kowalski household.  

Auntie Mame 

Mame Dennis, a progressive and  
independent woman of the 1920s, is 
left to care for her nephew Patrick, 
after his wealthy father dies. Mr.  
Babcock, Patrick's assigned executor, 
objects to Mame's unconventional way 
of living and tries to force her to send 
Patrick to prep school. As Mame and 
Patrick grow closer, Mr. Babcock tries 
to discipline Patrick and threatens to 
separate the two if Mame does not 
comply with his wishes.  



 

 

Barry Lyndon 

A likeable young Irishman changes into a 
conniving, manipulative rogue. He finds 
himself homeless after taking part in a 
fake duel and is then captured by a  
Prussian highwayman, and meets up with 
a spy, but his fortunes change when he 
marries a wealthy titled woman in order 
to secure his future.  

Blazing Saddles 

A crafty railroad worker, Bart,   
becomes the first black sheriff of Rock 
Ridge, a frontier town about to be  
destroyed in order to make way for a 
new railroad. Initially, the people of 
Rock Ridge harbor a racial bias  
toward their new leader.  
However, they warm to him after  
realising that Bart and his perpetually 
drunk gunfighter friend are the only 
defence against a wave of thugs sent 
to rid the town of its population.  



 

 

Boy meets Girl 

Two screenwriters (James Cagney, 
Pat O'Brien) in a rut write a hit 
Western starring a has-been and a 
commissary waitress's (Marie Wil-
son) baby.  

Brigadoon 

Tommy Albright and Jeff Douglas 
get lost in the woods and come  
upon the magical village of  
Brigadoon. Rising out of the mist 
only once every 100 years,  
Brigadoon is an enchanted place 
where life is simpler and easier. 
When Tommy falls for beautiful  
villager Fiona Campbell, he must 
decide whether to stay or to return 
to his life.  



 

 

Calamity Jane 

In the lonely Deadwood, Calamity 
Jane falls for Lt. Danny Gilmartin 
when she is forced to rescue him 
from the Indians. Calamity journeys 
to Chicago to bring back famous 
singer Adelaid Adams, but             
mistakenly brings her maid Katie    
instead.  

Camelot 

After the arranged marriage of  
Arthur and Guinevere, the king 
gathers the noble knights of the 
realm to his Round Table. Lancelot 
joins, but soon finds himself  
enraptured by the Guinevere. When  
Arthur's illegitimate son Mordred 
reappears in the kingdom and outs 
the secret lovers, Arthur finds  
himself trapped by his own rules  
into taking action against his wife 
and closest friend.  



 

 

Carousel  

Billy Bigelow, a charming carousel  
barker, and Julie Jordan,  a pretty  
worker are from a nearby mill. When 
they get married, they also both find 
themselves unemployed, which puts a 
strain on their relationship. When Billy 
finds out that Julie is pregnant, he  
resorts to extreme measures to get 
money, a decision that leads to tragedy.  

Casablanca 

Rick Blaine, who owns a nightclub in 
Casablanca, discovers his old flame 
Ilsa is in town with her husband, 
Victor Laszlo. Laszlo is a famed  
rebel, and with Germans on his tail, 
Ilsa knows Rick can help them get 
out of the country.  



 

 

Chariots of Fire 

Two determined young runners train 
for the 1924 Paris Olympics. Eric  
Liddell, a devout Christian, sees  
running as part of his worship of God's 
glory and refuses to train or compete 
on the Sabbath. Harold Abrahams 
overcomes anti-Semitism and class  
bias, but neglects his beloved  
sweetheart Sybil in his single-minded 
quest.  

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 

Charlie Bucket  and his Grandpa Joe 
join a small group of contest winners, 
who get to tour the magical and  
mysterious factory of eccentric candy 
maker Willy Wonka. Aided by his  
diminutive Oompa Loompa workers, 
Wonka has a hidden motivation for the 
tour, one that he will reveal only after 
the children in the group show their 
true colours.  



 

 

Christmas Vacation 

As the holidays approach, Clark 
wants to have a perfect family  
Christmas, so he pesters his wife  
Ellen, and children, as he tries to 
make sure everything is in line.  
However, things go awry quickly. His 
cousin, Eddie, and his family show up 
unplanned and start living in their 
camper on the Griswold property. 

Cool Hand Luke 

When petty criminal Luke Jackson 
is sentenced to two years in a  
Florida prison farm, he doesn't 
play by the rules of either the  
sadistic warden or the yard's  
resident heavy. Luke's bravado, 
even in the face of repeated stints 
in the prison's dreaded solitary 
confinement cell, "the box," make 
him a rebel hero to his fellow  
convicts and a thorn in the side of 
the prison officers.  



 

 

Days of Wine and Roses 

Joe is a rising young public relations 
executive when he meets Kirsten at a 
business party. Joe and Kirsten are 
both ambitious, and they are on the 
road to success when they fall in love 
and marry. Soon after, Joe coaxes 
Kirsten to begin drinking with him on a 
regular basis. Eventually, they are both 
dependent on alcohol. 

Dear Heart 

Bubbly, middle-aged Evie Jackson has been 
single and alone for quite some time. When 
she attends a postmasters' convention at a 
New York City hotel, she meets card  
salesman Harry Mork and falls in love.  
Unfortunately, Harry wants to settle down 
and is set to marry Phyllis, a widow with a 
teenage son. Harry, however, soon realizes 
that Phyllis may not be as excited about the 
prospect of domestic life as he is.  



 

 

Despicable Me 

A man who delights in all things  
wicked, Gru, hatches a plan to steal the 
moon. Surrounded by an army of little 
yellow minions and his impenetrable  
arsenal of weapons and war machines, 
Gru makes ready to vanquish all who 
stand in his way. But nothing has  
prepared him for his greatest challenge: 
three orphan girls who want to make 
him their dad.  

Devdas 

Devdas makes his way back home to 
India after spending 10 years studying 
in London. He plans to marry Paro, his 
childhood best friend, but his parents 
do not want Devdas to marry her. 
Eventually, Paro marries another man, 
and the despondent Devdas descends 
into life-threatening alcoholism.  



 

 

Dog Day Afternoon 

When inexperienced criminal, Sonny, 
leads a bank robbery in Brooklyn, 
things quickly go wrong, and a hostage 
situation develops. As Sonny and his 
accomplice, Sal, try desperately to  
remain in control, a media circus  
develops and the FBI arrives, creating 
even more tension.  

Driving Miss Daisy 

Daisy, an elderly Jewish widow living in 
Atlanta, is determined to maintain her 
independence. However, when she 
crashes her car, her son, Boolie, arranges 
for her to have a chauffeur, an African-
American driver named Hoke Colburn. 
Daisy and Hoke's relationship gets off to 
a rocky start, but they gradually form a 
close friendship over the years, one that 
transcends racial prejudices and social 
conventions.  



 

 

E.T The Extra Terrestrial 

After a gentle alien becomes stranded 
on Earth, the being is discovered and  
befriended by Elliott. Bringing the  
extra-terrestrial into his suburban  
California house, Elliott introduces E.T., 
as the alien is dubbed, to his brother 
and his little sister, Gertie, and the  
children decide to keep its existence a  
secret.  

East of Eden 

Cal Trask, the son of a California 
farmer, feels that his father cares  
only about his brother, Aron. When 
Cal embarks on a business venture 
to gain the favour of his dad, he 
finds himself dealing with his  
estranged mother, now the owner of 
a brothel, and tensions in the family 
rise even further when he begins to 
fall for Aron's girlfriend, Abra. 



 

 

Elf 

Buddy was accidentally transported to 
the North Pole as a toddler and raised 
to adulthood among Santa's elves. 
Unable to shake the feeling that he 
doesn't fit in, Buddy travels to New 
York, in full elf uniform, in search of 
his real father. As it happens, this is 
Walter Hobbs, a cynical businessman.  

Elvis 

Covering the rise of music legend Elvis            
Presley, this film starts with his early 
years in Mississippi and Tennessee 
raised by his parents, Gladys and 
Vernon. Eventually, Elvis forms a  
partnership with "Colonel" Tom  
Parker that leads to the release of his 
first song, "Heartbreak Hotel," which 
zooms to the top of the charts.  



 

 

Empire of The Sun 

Jamie Graham, a privileged English 
boy, is living in Shanghai when the 
Japanese invade and force all  
foreigners into prison camps. Jamie is 
captured with an American sailor,  
Basie, who looks out for him while 
they are in the camp together. Even 
though he is separated from his  
parents and in a hostile environment, 
Jamie maintains his dignity and  
youthful spirits. 

Every Which Way But Loose 

A tough trucker with a cheeky pet 
orangutan, Philo Beddoe, moonlights 
as a fighter, with his close friend  
Orville setting up matches for him. 
When Philo begins dating country 
singer Lynn Halsey-Taylor, and she  
abruptly disappears, he goes off 
in search of her. On their  
cross-country trek, Philo and friends 
repeatedly clash with bikers, leading 
up to a violent showdown.  



 

 

Fathers’ Day 

Jack is a straitlaced lawyer with a loving 
wife. Dale is suicidal about his stalled 
career as an artist. The only thing they 
have in common is Collette, with whom 
they both had an affair years ago.  
Collette had a son, Scott, who is now 
missing. After she tells Jack and Dale 
that one of them could be the father, 
the pair set out to find Scott and prove 
who the real father is.  

Finian’s Rainbow 

Feisty Irishman, Finian, and his faithful 
daughter, Sharon, bearing a pot of gold 
stolen from the leprechaun Og, settle 
in the village of Rainbow Valley. Siding 
with local sharecroppers like Woody 
Mahoney against a blustering, bigoted 
local politician, the McLonergans get 
into a number of fanciful scrapes while 
being pursued by the magical Og, who 
will become mortal if he doesn't  
recover his gold.  



 

 

Forever Young 

After his true love falls in a coma, test  
pilot Daniel, undergoes suspended  
animation in a military experiment  
conducted by his friend Harry, supposed 
to last a year. A series of mishaps result in 
McCormick's being all but forgotten and, 
53 years later, a young boy accidentally 
frees a confused McCormick, who  
eventually lives with him and his mother.  

Four Christmases 

When their plans for an exotic  
vacation fall apart, unmarried couple 
Brad and Kate must spend Christmas 
Day trudging around to a quartet of 
family get-togethers. While Brad 
counts the hours till he can escape the 
onslaught of crazy relatives, Kate  
begins to wonder about her own 
choices and ponders whether her  
family members are so crazy after all.  



 

 

Free Willy 

When orphan Jesse vandalizes a theme 
park, he is placed with foster parents 
and must work at the park to make 
amends. There he meets Willy, a young 
Orca whale who has been separated 
from his family. Sensing kinship, they 
form a bond and, with the help of  
kindly whale trainer Rae, develop a 
routine of tricks. However, greedy park 
owner Dial soon catches wind of the 
duo and makes plans to profit from 
them.  

Frisco Kid 

Bat Morgan heads to the Barbary Coast 
and Paul Morra's famed saloon, where 
he kills the man who's been abducting 
sailors and becomes a hero. Impressed, 
Morra offers Bat a job, but Bat declines 
and teams with a politician against 
newspaper editor Charles Ford. Bat 
conflicts with newspaper owner Jean, 
and when violence erupts in the city, he 
finds himself blamed for a murder he 
didn't commit.  



 

 

Funny Face 

Dispatched on an assignment, Dick Avery 
is struck by the beauty of Jo Stockton, a 
shy bookstore employee, he's  
photographed by accident, who he  
believes has the potential to become a 
successful model. He gets Jo to go with 
him to France, where he snaps more  
pictures of her against iconic Parisian 
backdrops. In the process, they fall for 
one another, only to find hurdles in their 
way.  

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes 

Lorelei Lee is a beautiful showgirl  
engaged, to be married to the wealthy 
Gus Esmond, much to the disapproval of 
Gus' rich father, Esmond Sr., who thinks 
that Lorelei is just after his money. 
When Lorelei goes on a cruise  
accompanied only by her best friend, 
Dorothy Shaw, Esmond Sr. hires Ernie 
Malone, a private detective, to follow 
her and report any questionable  
behaviour that would disqualify her 
from the marriage.  



 

 

Get Carter 

Jack Carter is a cold-blooded London 
gangster, and not the sort of man you 
want to cross. When Carter's brother 
winds up dead, he travels to Newcastle to 
arrange the funeral. Convinced that his 
brother was murdered, Carter questions 
local thug Eric, who eventually leads him 
to kingpin Kinnear. From there, Carter 
carves a bloody trail of revenge through 
the seedy underbelly of Newcastle in 
search of his brother's killer.  

Giant 

Wealthy Texas rancher,  Bick Benedict 
shakes things up at home when he  
returns from a trip to the East Coast 
with a love interest, the refined Leslie 
Lynnton. Bick and Leslie get married, 
but she clashes with his sister, Luz, and 
wins the admiration of the ambitious 
young Jett Rink. Bick and Jett form a 
tense rivalry that continues to surface 
as the years pass and fortunes change 
in this sweeping drama.  



 

 

Grumpy Old Men  

John and Max are two curmudgeonly 
neighbours who have been at each 
other's throats for years. The rivalry of 
the former friends intensifies when 
Ariel comes along and provides a love 
interest for both of them. When Max 
finds out that John is experiencing 
family troubles and financial ruin, 
however, he steps in to help. Their 
bond is further cemented when John 
has a health scare and Max makes the 
ultimate sacrifice for his friend.  

Gypsy 

Rose pushes her two young daughters 
into the entertainment industry,  
traveling and promoting them with  
minimal success. After years in the  
business, younger daughter June quits 
and elopes, leaving Rose searching for 
work for her other, less talented  
daughter, Louise. The only offer is at a 
burlesque house, but Louise takes to it 
and transforms herself into the popular 
Gypsy Rose Lee.  



 

 

The High and The Mighty 

On a flight from Hawaii to California, 
the engine dies on the plane Dan is 
flying. As he prepares for a crash 
landing, the passengers reassess 
their lives. The template for disaster 
films with an Oscar-winning score 
and a cast list that reads like a who's 
who of 1950s film.  

Hondo 

An embittered Indian scout 
attempts to escort a homesteader's 
wife and her son back to safety 
after her cowardly husband deserts 
her during an Apache attack. When 
she refuses to go, the scout stays on 
to help for a while and, over time, 
forms a strong bond with both her 
and her son.  



 

 

How the Grinch Stole Christmas  

A reclusive green Grinch decides to ruin 
Christmas for the cheery citizens of 
Whoville. Reluctantly joined by his  
hapless dog Max, the Grinch comes 
down from his mountaintop home and 
sneaks into town to swipe everything 
holiday-related from the Who's.  
However, the bitter grump finds a hitch 
in his plans when he encounters the 
endearing Cindy Lou Who.  

I’ll See You in My Dreams 

Gus Kahn takes the advice of  
co-worker Grace LeBoy in developing a 
new song. Grace puts his words to  
music and, with the song's success, 
the two become song writing partners. 
Later, Grace pushes Gus to team up 
with a popular composer, and his  
career blossoms as the new team 
writes several popular hits. Gus and 
Grace marry and have children while 
Gus writes for Florenz Ziegfeld's show, 
then for the Films in Hollywood.  



 

 

Insaniyat 

Inspector Amar feels certain that 
Brijbhan is involved in terrorism, but 
he does not have enough evidence 
to prove it. To do so, Amar tries to 
unite two warring gang leaders,  
Hariharan and Karim Lala.  

Jack Frost 

Jack Frost is the personification of 
frost, ice, snow, sleet, winter, and 
freezing cold. He is a variant of Old 
Man Winter who is held responsible 
for frosty weather, nipping the  
fingers and toes in   



 

 

Jailhouse Rock 

Vince is convicted of manslaughter after 
being drawn into a bar fight while trying 
to defend a woman. In prison, he finds 
salvation when his cellmate, Hunk, 
hears him sing and pegs him as a future 
star. Once released, Vince gets a job in a 
night club and meets Peggy, a young 
woman who works for a record  
company and who, like Houghton, also 
sees talent in Everett.  

JFK 

This drama presents the investigation 
into the assassination of President 
John F. Kennedy led by New Orleans 
district attorney Jim Garrison . When 
Garrison begins to doubt conventional 
thinking on the murder, he faces  
government resistance, and, after the 
killing of suspected assassin Lee  
Harvey Oswald, he closes the case. 
Later, however, Garrison reopens the 
investigation, finding evidence of an 
extensive conspiracy behind  
Kennedy's death.  



 

 

Life of Brian 

Brian is an average young Jewish man, 
but through a series of ridiculous 
events, he gains a reputation as the 
Messiah. When he's not dodging his 
followers or being scolded by his shrill 
mother, the hapless Brian has to  
contend with the pompous Pontius  
Pilate and acronym-obsessed  
members of a separatist movement.  

Looney Tunes Back in Action 

Sick of ceding the spotlight to Bugs 
Bunny, Daffy Duck is unceremoniously 
fired by studio boss Kate Houghton 
when he demands equal pay and  
billing. Daffy goes on a studio lot  
rampage, taking down security guard 
D.J. Drake in the process, who is also 
sacked. But when D.J.'s A-list actor 
dad is kidnapped by the evil Mr.  
Chairman, D.J. and Daffy try to rescue 
him.  



 

 

Love me Tender 

Confederate soldiers led by Vance  
Reno rob a Union train of its payroll 
money. But because the Civil War  
officially ended the day before, their 
theft was not a legitimate act of war. 
Now an outlaw, Vance takes his share 
and heads home, where he intends to 
marry his fiancée, Cathy. But upon  
arrival he discovers that she has  
already married his youngest brother, 
Clint.  

Lullaby of Broadway 

A London stage star returns to 
New York and finds her mother, 
once on Broadway, has taken to 
drink.  



 

 

Magnum Force 

Rogue San Francisco cop "Dirty Harry" 
Callahan doesn't believe in blind  
obedience to the rules, but when a  
vigilante group starts executing  
criminals who have escaped  
punishment on technicalities, that's  
going too far. Against the orders of his 
commanding officer, Lt. Briggs, Callahan 
begins investigating his hunch that  
another policeman is behind the  
killings . 

The Maltese Falcon 

Detective Sam Spade gets more than 
he bargained for when he takes a case 
brought to him by a beautiful but  
secretive woman. As soon as Miss 
Wonderly shows up, trouble follows as 
Sam's partner is murdered and Sam is 
accosted by a man demanding he  
locate a valuable statuette. Sam,  
entangled in a dangerous web of crime 
and intrigue, soon realises he must 
find the one thing they all seem to 
want.  



 

 

Mame 

Wiped out by the crash of '29, a 
woman marries a Georgia  
millionaire and lives life to the  
fullest.  

Mickey’s Christmas Carol 

Mickey's Christmas Carol is a 1983 
American animated featurette  
produced by Walt Disney Productions 
and released by Buena Vista  
Distribution. It was directed and  
produced by Burny Mattinson. 



 

 

Mister Roberts 

A supply officer aboard yearns for a 
transfer into a combat zone but is 
thwarted by the ship's captain, a petty 
tyrant. Forced to endure various  
humiliations in exchange for  
privileges, the crew engage in minor 
acts of resistance, and look to Mr  
Roberts for inspiration and moral  
support.  

Moby Dick  

Captain Ahab has a vendetta against 
Moby Dick, the great white whale 
responsible for taking his leg. He 
sets out on a treacherous sea  
voyage aboard The Pequod, to hunt 
down the elusive beast. With  
reckless abandon, Ahab leads the 
crew on his obsessive and suicidal 
quest, anxious for a final showdown 
with the legendary white whale.  



 

 

Mr & Mrs 55 

Mr & Mrs '55 is a 1955  
Hindi-language romantic comedy film 
by director Guru Dutt. Guru Dutt stars 
alongside Madhubala, supported by 
Lalita Pawar, Johnny Walker and 
Jagdeep in this socially critical film set 
in contemporary Bombay.  

Munimji 

Munimji is a 1955 Bollywood movie 
starring Dev Anand and Nalini  
Jaywant, and directed by Subodh 
Mukherjee. The story idea was by 
Ranjan, screenplay was by Nazir 
Hussain and dialogues by Nazir 
Hussain and Qamar Jalalabadi  



 

 

My Fair Lady 

Professor Henry Higgins is so sure of 
his abilities that he takes it upon  
himself to transform a Cockney  
working-class girl into someone who 
can pass for a cultured member of 
high society. His subject turns out to 
be Eliza Doolittle, who agrees to 
speech lessons to improve her job 
prospects. Higgins and Eliza clash, 
then form an unlikely bond.  

Nagin 

Vijay saves the life of a man who is 
attacked by a wild hawk. Vijay  
realises that he has saved the life of 
a miraculous snake who has the 
powers to appear as a human and 
who has been trying to court his  
beloved.  



 

 

Nastik 

An atheist shuns his religion because 
his faith could not save a loved one. 
However, he soon starts realising he's 
made a mistake.  

.  

Nuts 

Charged with killing a client, Claudia is 
awaiting her trial. While Claudia's  
parents seek to have her declared  
insane so that she can avoid a likely 
guilty verdict and serve time for  
manslaughter, she rejects this  
approach because she doesn't want to 
be put in a mental institution. Lawyer 
Aaron reluctantly takes on Claudia's 
case, tries to prove that she's not crazy, 
but the volatile prostitute doesn't 
make his task easy.  



 

 

Ocean’s 11 

Dapper Danny Ocean is a man of action. 
Less than 24 hours into his parole from a 
New Jersey penitentiary, the wry,  
charismatic thief is already rolling out 
his next plan. Following three rules: 
Don't hurt anybody, don't steal from  
anyone who doesn't deserve it, and play 
the game like you've got nothing to lose, 
Danny orchestrates the most  
sophisticated, elaborate casino heist in 
history.  

Oklahoma! 

There's a box social coming up, and 
Curly asks Laurey if she'll be his date. 
Trouble is, Laurey thinks he's waited 
too long, and in a fit of pique accepts 
an offer from the boorish Jud instead. 
Meanwhile, Laurey's friend Ado Annie 
is also torn between two men: a  
cowboy named Will and a foreign 
peddler, Ali Hakim. Both women 
struggle to know their own hearts  
before it's too late.  



 

 

Point your Wagon 

Ben Rumson happens upon a wrecked 
wagon containing a dead man and his 
surviving brother, Pardner, in the wilds 
of California during the Gold Rush. At 
the burial, they discover gold dust and 
stake a claim. Soon a mining camp 
dubbed "No Name City" emerges, rife 
with lonely men starved for female 
companionship. When a polygamist 
Mormon arrives looking to sell off a 
wife, a bidding war commences.  

Pal Joey 

Joey Evans is a philandering San Fran-
cisco-based singer with big dreams of 
starting his own night club, "Chez  
Joey," but chasing women keeps him 
even more occupied. Despite making a 
meaningful connection with chorus girl 
Linda English, it doesn't stop him from 
seducing the wealthy widow, and  
ex-burlesque dancer, Vera Simpson, 
who he hopes will bankroll his club.  
Ultimately, Joey has to decide who he 
most wants in life.  



 

 

Pete’s Dragon 

Mr. Meacham, a woodcarver, delights  
local children with stories of a mysterious 
dragon that lives deep in the woods of 
the Pacific Northwest. His daughter Grace 
believes these are just tall tales, until she 
meets Pete, a 10-year-old orphan who 
says he lives in the woods with a giant, 
friendly dragon. With help from Natalie, 
Grace sets out to investigate if this  
fantastic claim can be true.  

Pillow Talk 

Playboy songwriter Brad Allen's  
succession of romances annoys his 
neighbour, interior designer Jan Morrow, 
who shares a telephone party line with 
him and hears all his breezy routines. 
After Jan unsuccessfully lodges a  
complaint against him, Brad sets about 
to seduce her in the guise of a sincere 
and upstanding Texas rancher. When 
mutual friend Jonathan discovers that 
his best friend is moving in on the girl he 
desires, however, sparks fly.  



 

 

Police Academy 1 

When the mayor of a crime-ridden 
city loosens the restrictions on  
entering the police academy in  
order to get more cops on the 
street, all manner of oddball  
characters enlist to join the force. 

Pretty Woman 

A prostitute and a wealthy  
businessman fall hard for one another, 
forming an unlikely pair. While on a 
business trip in L.A., Edward, who 
makes a living buying and breaking up 
companies, picks up a hooker, Vivian, 
on a lark. After Edward hires Vivian to 
stay with him for the weekend, the two 
get closer, only to discover there are 
significant hurdles to overcome as they 
try to bridge the gap between their 
very different worlds.  



 

 

Prince and the Showgirl 

A traveling party of royals from central 
Europe arrives in England in 1911, as the 
host country prepares to celebrate the 
coronation of a new king. But when the 
visiting Regent  goes to a musical  
theatre, his attraction to American  
performer Elsie makes it hard to stay  
focused.   

Private Benjamin 

A Jewish-American princess, Judy 
Benjamin, is devastated when her 
husband drops dead on their  
wedding night. While she grieves a 
duplicitous recruiter for the  
Women's Army Corps convinces her 
to enlist. Judy thinks her enlistment 
is like a vacation but Captain Lewis 
quickly dashes her hopes of an easy 
time. 



 

 

Rebel Without A Cause 

After moving to a new town,  
troublemaking teen Jim Stark is  
supposed to have a clean slate,  
although being the new kid in town 
brings its own problems. While  
searching for some stability, Stark 
forms a bond with a disturbed  
classmate, Plato, and falls for local girl 
Judy. However, Judy is the girlfriend of 
neighbourhood tough, Buzz.  

Road to Hollywood 

The Road to Hollywood is a 1947 
American film released by Astor  
Pictures that is a combination of  
several of Bing Crosby's Educational 
Pictures short subjects.  



 

 

The Road to Hong Kong 

With their vaudeville act going  
nowhere, Harry and Chester decide to 
become con artists - except Chester is 
having a few problems with his 
memory. Luckily, Turner and Chester 
find a miracle drug in Tibet that cures 
Chester. When he memorises a secret 
formula for space travel with his  
improved mind, however, a whole host 
of other problems crop up,  
accompanied by an alluring spy, Diane.  

Road to Morocco 

Starving vagabond Jeff sells best friend 
Orville into slavery in a Moroccan  
marketplace to buy food. Searching for 
his partner after an attack of  
conscience, Jeff discovers that Orville is 
now engaged to the gorgeous Princess 
Shalmar, whose astrologers have told 
her that her first husband will die  
violently, leaving her free to marry her 
beloved Sheik Mullay Kasim. 



 

 

Road to Singapore 

Woman troubles bedevil sailors Josh 
and Ace, who are both being forced 
into undesirable marriages. They  
escape their predicament by  
running away to Singapore via  
Hawaii, where they meet gorgeous 
dancer Mima, with whom both men 
immediately become smitten.  

Roman Holiday 

Overwhelmed by her suffocating 
schedule, touring European princess 
Ann takes off for a night while in 
Rome. When a sedative she took 
from her doctor kicks in, however, 
she falls asleep on a park bench and 
is found by an American reporter, Joe 
Bradley, who takes her back to his 
apartment for safety. At work the 
next morning, Joe finds out Ann's  
regal identity. 



 

 

Running on Empty 

Arthur Pope and his wife, Annie, are  
fugitives, perpetually on the run from 
federal authorities due to their anti-war 
activity during the 1960s. The couple 
moves around the country with their 
two sons - Harry and Danny. On the 
verge of adulthood, Danny longs to set 
out on his own and live a more stable 
life, but he knows this could mean  
permanent separation from his family.  

Show Boat 

When musical main attraction Julie 
Laverne and her husband are suddenly 
forced to leave the show, Cotton  
Blossom owner Andy Hawks' own 
daughter, Magnolia, takes centre 
stage. She soon falls madly in love 
with roguish gambler Gaylord Ravenal, 
and the two leave the Cotton Blossom 
on a honeymoon - only to enter into a 
tumultuous marriage.  



 

 

Shree 420 

The story of a small-town man 
who comes to make it big in the 
city, where he is almost instantly 
relieved of all his possessions. 
Homeless and penniless, he is  
taken in by a woman who looks 
after him.  

Shrek 

An ogre named Shrek whose  
precious solitude is suddenly 
shattered by an invasion of annoying 
fairy tale characters, they were all 
banished from their kingdom by the 
evil Lord Farquaad. Determined to 
save their home Shrek cuts a deal 
with Farquaad and sets out to rescue 
Princess Fiona to be Farquaad's 
bride. Rescuing the Princess may be 
small compared to her deep, dark  
secret.  



 

 

Singin’ in the Rain 

Don and Lina have been cast repeatedly 
as a romantic couple, but when their  
latest film is remade into a musical, only 
Don has the voice for the new singing 
part. After a lot of practise with a diction 
coach, Lina still sounds terrible, and 
Kathy, a bright young aspiring actress, is 
hired to record over her voice.  

Some Like it Hot 

After witnessing a Mafia murder, Joe 
and his long-suffering buddy, Jerry,  
improvise a quick plan to escape from  
Chicago with their lives. Disguising 
themselves as women, they join an  
all-female jazz band and hop a train 
bound for sunny Florida. While Joe  
pretends to be a millionaire to win the 
band's singer, Sugar, Jerry finds himself 
pursued by a real millionaire as things 
heat up and the mobsters close in.  



 

 

South Pacific 

Nurse Nellie Forbush of the U.S. Navy 
falls for middle-aged French plantation 
owner Emile De Becque, but recoils  
upon discovering that he's fathered 
two mixed-race children. When Nellie 
leaves him, the heartbroken Emile 
agrees to take on a dangerous  
espionage mission. In his absence,  
Nellie struggles to reconcile her  
prejudices with her love for him. 

Spencer’s Mountain 

Clay Spencer and his wife, Olivia, live 
in a small town deep in the  
mountains. When Clay isn't busy 
drinking with his buddies or railing 
against the town minister, he's  
building the house he's always  
promised Olivia. He is overjoyed 
when he learns his eldest son will be 
the first Spencer to attend college, if 
he can resist the charms of a pretty 
local girl and rustle up the money for 
tuition.  



 

 

Splendor in the Grass 

Bud and his high school sweetheart, 
Deanie, are weighed down by their 
parents' oppressive expectations, 
which threaten the future of their  
relationship. Deanie's mother and 
Bud's father caution their children 
against engaging in a sexual  
relationship, but for opposing  
reasons.  

Sudden Impact 

Jennifer Spencer was gang raped, but 
the crime went unpunished. Now she 
demands revenge, killing off the men 
that attacked her years before. The 
murders attract the attention of Harry 
Callahan, who is on a forced vacation 
due to his violent approach to police 
work. The case gets complicated when 
Harry develops a relationship with 
Jennifer, and it's up to Harry to make 
the right decision when Jennifer's life 
is threatened for a second time.  



 

 

Summer of ‘42 

Teenage Herman Raucher, summering 
on Nantucket Island with his sex-
obsessed pals Oscy and Benji during 
World War II, meets Dorothy, a  
newlywed in her 20s whose husband is 
off at war. As his friends awkwardly 
attempt to woo girls their own age, 
Herman slowly befriends the older 
woman and finds himself becoming  
increasingly in love with her, until a  
sudden tragedy changes their lives  
forever.  

Sunrise at Campobello 

In the summer of 1921, unsuccessful 
vice-presidential candidate Franklin is 
vacationing with his family at their  
estate on Campobello Island on the 
Maine/New Brunswick border. During 
their stay, the 39-year-old Roosevelt 
comes down with a fever and sudden 
paralysis that is eventually diagnosed as 
polio. With the help of his wife, Eleanor, 
and his close friend and political  
consultant, Louis, FDR battles his  
newfound disability.  



 

 

Superman The Movie 

Just before the destruction of the  
planet Krypton, scientist Jor-El sends 
his infant son Kal-El on a spaceship to 
Earth. Raised by kindly farmers  
Jonathan and Martha, young Clark  
discovers the source of his superhuman 
powers and moves to Metropolis to 
fight evil. 

Surf’s Up 

Surfing means everything to teenage 
penguin Cody. Followed by a  
documentary film crew, he leaves his 
home in Antarctica for Pen Gu Island. 
Cody wants to be respected and  
admired, and he believes that  
winning the competition will bring  
him what he craves. However, an  
encounter with washed-up surfer 
Geek teaches Cody about what is  
truly important.  



 

 

Texas Troubleshooters 

The Ranger Busters - a trio of  
law-enforcing cowboys consisting of 
Crash, Dusty and Alibi - encounter a 
man who has been ambushed and left 
for dead while traveling to a ranch he 
has inherited. While the injured heir 
recuperates, the Ranger Busters ride 
over to the ranch to investigate.  

The Accidental Tourist 

After the murder of their young son, 
the marriage between Macon and his 
wife Sarah disintegrates, and she 
moves out. After a freak accident puts 
him on crutches, Macon goes to stay 
with his quirky siblings at the family 
home, where he meets the spirited 
Muriel, a dog trainer with a young son 
of her own, with whom he begins a 
friendship.  



 

 

The Adventures of Robin Hood 

When King Richard the Lionheart is 
captured, his scheming brother Prince 
John plots to reach the throne, to the 
outrage of Sir Robin of Locksley.  
Rounding up his band of men and 
eventually winning the support of the 
lovely Maid Marian, Robin accuses 
Prince John of treachery and, when the 
escaped Richard returns covertly to 
England, joins forces with the king.  

The Chapman Report 

A noted psychologist surveys the 
sex lives of four Los Angeles 
women, from one extreme to 
the other. 



 

 

The Dead Pool 

In the fifth instalment of the Dirty  
Harry series, gritty cop Harry Callahan 
is fresh off the conviction of a major 
mob boss. When horror film director 
Peter Swan develops a "dead pool" 
betting on celebrity deaths, he is 
shocked when a serial killer begins  
targeting those named, including TV  
reporter Samantha Walker and  
Callahan himself.  

The Enforcer 

Police officer "Dirty Harry" Callahan is 
reassigned from homicide to personnel 
after his latest use of excessive force. 
Meanwhile, a terrorist group calling 
themselves the People's Revolutionary 
Strike Force organises a series of 
crimes in San Francisco, hoping to  
enrich themselves.  



 

 

The Flight of Dragons 

The film centres upon a quest  
undertaken to stop an evil wizard who 
plans to rule the world by dark magic. A 
major theme within the story is the 
question of whether science and magic  
can co-exist. This is told mostly through 
the experience of character Peter  
Dickinson, drawn from the 20th century 
into the magical realm.  

The Glenn Miller Story 

Glenn Miller is a poor trombone  
player with dreams of fame.  
Eventually, through years of hard 
work and determination, he is able to 
start his own band, and they become 
one of the most successful groups of 
the big-band era.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magic_(paranormal)


 

 

The Goonies 

Old-fashioned yarn about a band of 
adventurous kids who take on the 
might of a property developing  
company which plans to destroy their 
home to build a country club. When 
the children discover an old pirate 
map in the attic, they follow it into an 
underground cavern in search of lost 
treasure . 

The Great Race 

A spectacular land race from New 
York to Paris in the early 20th  
century is planned, the two main 
competitors being the handsome, 
dashing hero in white, The Great 
Leslie, and the dastardly,  
black-suited Professor Fate. While 
Fate's sidekick, Max, attempts 
to sabotage Leslie and the other  
racers. 



 

 

The House on 56th Street 

In turn-of-the-century New York, 
young Peggy falls in love with the 
wealthy Monte, and they move into a 
luxurious home. But, just after Peggy 
gives birth to a daughter, an old lover 
confronts her in a jealous rage.  

The King And I  

Widowed Welsh mother Anna  
Loenowens becomes a governess and 
English tutor to the wives and many 
children of the stubborn King 
Mongkut of Siam. Anna and the king 
have a clash of personalities as she 
works to teach the royal family about 
the English language, and rushes to 
prepare a party for a group of  
European diplomats who must change 
their opinions about the king.  



 

 

The Mission 

Jesuit priest Father Gabriel enters the 
Guarani lands in South America with the 
purpose of converting the natives to 
Christianity. He soon builds a mission, 
where he is joined by Rodrigo Mendoza, 
a reformed slave trader seeking  
redemption. When a treaty transfers 
the land from Spain to Portugal, the  
Portuguese government wants to  
capture the natives for slave labour.  

The Muppets Christmas Carol 

The Muppets perform the classic  
Dickens holiday tale, with Kermit the 
Frog playing Bob Cratchit, the  
put-upon clerk of stingy Ebenezer 
Scrooge. Other Muppets weave in and 
out of the story, while Scrooge  
receives visits from spirits of three 
Christmases. They show him the error 
of his self-serving ways, but the  
miserable old man seems to be past 
any hope of redemption and  
happiness. 



 

 

The Music Man 

When Harold Hill, a traveling con 
man, arrives in River City, he  
convinces the locals to start a band 
by purchasing the uniforms and  
instruments from him. His intention 
is to flee as soon as he receives the 
money. Librarian Marian Paroo  
suspects Harold is a fraud. 

The Nightmare Before Christmas 

Jack Skellington, Halloweentown's  
beloved pumpkin king, has become 
bored with the same annual routine 
of frightening people in the "real 
world." When Jack accidentally  
stumbles on Christmas town, all bright 
colours and warm spirits, he gets a 
new lease on life - he plots to bring 
Christmas under his control by  
kidnapping Santa Claus and taking 
over the role.  



 

 

The Nun’s Story 

Wilful and outspoken Gabrielle van der Mal, 
the daughter of a prominent Belgian  
surgeon, leaves her upper-class existence to 
become a nun. As Sister Luke, she is  
eventually sent to the Belgian Congo, where 
she excels as a nurse working with a skilled 
doctor. However, her willingness to  
continue as a nun is challenged when her 
father is killed by the Nazis. 

The Oldman And The Sea  

An old Cuban fisherman has not 
caught anything in 84 days. Despite the 
devotion of the young boy who brings 
him coffee and food, the fisherman 
fears he has become perpetually  
unlucky. On his 85th day of fishing, the 
old man catches a small fish and  
decides to keep fishing.  



 

 

The Polar Express 

When a doubting young boy takes an 
extraordinary train ride to the North 
Pole, he embarks on a journey of  
self-discovery that shows him that 
the wonder of life never fades for 
those who believe.  

The Right Stuff 

This film recounts the dangers and 
frustrations experienced by those 
involved with NASA's earliest 
achievements. It also depicts their 
family lives and the personal crises 
they endured during an era of 
great political turmoil and  
technological innovation.  



 

 

The Searchers 

Ethan returns home to Texas after 
the Civil War. When members of his 
brother's family are killed or  
abducted by Comanches, he vows 
to track down his surviving relatives 
and bring them home.  

The Sisters 

In 1904 Montana, the Elliot sisters 
look forward to their futures.  
Although Louise is informally engaged, 
when sportswriter Frank Medlin 
comes to town, the two fall in love 
and elope to San Francisco, where 
Frank's mercurial temper and  
proclivity for drink soon take a toll on 
the marriage.  



 

 

The Spirit of St Louis 

Charles Lindbergh makes his historic solo 
transatlantic flight from New York to  
Paris. The film details earlier events in 
Lindbergh's aerial career, including his 
stints as a stunt pilot and a flight  
instructor, but it focuses largely on his 
dangerous journey over the Atlantic 
Ocean in his signature monoplane, the 
Spirit of St. Louis. Battling the elements 
and sleep deprivation, Lindbergh  
struggles to make a safe landing in 
France.  

The Towering Inferno 

A fire breaks out in a state-of-the-art 
San Francisco high-rise building during 
the opening ceremony attended by a 
host of A-list guests. An overworked 
fire chief and the building's architect 
must cooperate in the struggle to save 
lives and subdue panic while a  
corrupt, cost-cutting contractor tries 
to evade responsibility for the  
disaster.  



 

 

The Wild Bunch 

Pike Bishop prepares to retire after one 
final robbery. Joined by his gang, Bishop 
discovers the heist is a setup  
orchestrated in part by his old partner, 
Deke Thornton. As the remaining gang 
takes refuge in Mexican territory, 
Thornton trails them, resulting in fierce 
gunfights with plenty of casualties.  

Three Days On The Condor 

On a seemingly ordinary day, Joe 
Turner, a quiet CIA codebreaker, 
walks into his workplace and finds 
that all of his co-workers have been  
murdered. Horrified, Joe flees the 
scene and tries to tell his supervisors 
about the tragedy. Unfortunately, he 
soon learns that CIA higher-ups were 
involved in the murders.  



 

 

Treasure of The Sierra Madre 

Two rough-and-tumble wanderers, 
meet up with a veteran prospector, in 
Mexico and head into the Sierra Madre 
mountains to find gold. Although they 
discover treasure, they also find plenty 
of trouble, not only from ruthless  
bandits lurking in the dangerous  
Mexican wilderness but from their own 
insecurities and greed, which threaten 
to bring conflict at any moment.  

What’s Up Doc? 

Two researchers have come to San 
Francisco to compete for a research 
grant in music. The man seems a bit 
distracted and that was before he met 
a strange woman who has  
devoted her life to confusing and  
embarrassing him. At the same time a 
woman has her jewels stolen and a 
government whistle blower arrives 
with his stolen top secret papers.  



 

 

Who’s Afraid Of Virginia Wolf? 

History professor George and his boozy 
wife, Martha, return late one Saturday 
night from a cocktail party at the home 
of the college president, Martha's father. 
Martha announces that she invited  
another couple, newly appointed  
instructor Nick and his timid wife,  
Honey, over for a nightcap. When the 
younger couple arrive, the night erupts 
into a no-holds-barred torrent of marital 
angst and verbal tirades.  

The Witches Of Eastwick 

Three small-town friends, Alexandra, 
Jane and Sukie, each having lost the 
man in their lives, are feeling  
unfulfilled, until a furtive stranger, 
Daryl Van Horne, arrives and begins 
courting each of them in turn.  
Eventually, Daryl tells them that they 
are witches.  



 

 

The Wizard Of OZ 

When a tornado rips through Kansas, 
Dorothy and her dog, Toto, are 
whisked away in their house to the 
magical land of Oz. They follow the 
Yellow Brick Road toward the Emerald 
City to meet the Wizard, and on route 
they meet a Scarecrow that needs a 
brain, a Tin Man missing a heart, and 
a Cowardly Lion who wants courage.  

Wood Stock 

In 1969, 500,000 people descended on a 
small patch of field in a little-known 
town in upstate New York called  
Woodstock. In this documentary, the 
iconic event is chronicled in unflinching 
detail, from the event's inception all the 
way through to the unexpected  
air-delivery of food and medical supplies 
by the National Guard.  



 

 

You’ve Got Mail 

Struggling boutique bookseller Kathleen 
Kelly hates Joe Fox, the owner of a  
corporate Foxbooks chain store that just 
moved in across the street. When they 
meet online, however, they begin an  
intense and anonymous Internet  
romance, oblivious of each other's true 
identity. Eventually Joe learns that the 
enchanting woman he's involved with is 
actually his business rival.  


